
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Seti Bahagia. Study of Layer and Broiler DOC (Day Old Chick) Mar- 
keting Mix at PT. Hybrida Indonesia Putra, Jakarta (under supervision 
of Dr. Ir, Ujang Sumarwan and Ir. Rachmat Pambudy, M.S.) 

FT Hybrida Indonesia h b a  is a company which involved in poultry in- 
dustry, located in Jakarta. As a holding company, PT. Hybrida Indonesia Putra 
supervises some Strategic Business Units that produce poul6y products and 
service, from upstream to downstream. Up tillnow, this company stays afford to 
be survive, and even grows up in a fierce rivaly with even tougher competitors 
of similar products. The interesting thing to be studied is which winning sbategy 
have been applied by PT. Hybrida lndonesia A~tra to be able togain its success? 

Refering to the question above, an internship activity has been done in 
this company with its two Strategic Business Units, namely PT. Hidon producing 
Layer-Hyline DOC and PT. Nendmtta, producing Broiler-Indian River DOC. 

The Aims of this study were : fiffitly, studying the influences of  PT. 
Hybrida lndonesia Putra management decisions (marketing, finance, human re- 
source, production, etc) as a holding company in PT. Hidon and PT. Nendratta 
marketing mixes. Secondly, calculating the FT Hidon and FT Nendraiia com- 

pany sales potentials in certain time unit, and thirdly, studying the infloences of  
production cost, product price, promotion cost, and distribution cost o f  the PT. 
Hidon and FT Nendratta DOCsales volume. 

Therefore, by paying special attention to the most dominant variable, the 
manager can decide the efficient and effective marketing strategies. Problem 
solving approaches that have been done are : first, looking for the qualitative 
data concerning the FT Hidon and FT Nendraita marketing mix. Second, 
caculating the company sales potential during 48 months (Januaty 1991 - De- 
cember 19941, by using the formula Q' =n 'q;D: where Q' = company sales po- 
tential, n' = number of the company consumers, q' = average number of  the 
company products, and p' = average price per unit of the company product. 
Third, creating the single and multiple regresion equations that can show the in- 

fluences of  the dependent variables to the independent variable. The basic for- 
mula used is S = blPl + b2P2 + b& + b4P4 + where S = sales volume in 
unit, PI = production cast in rupiah, P2 = product price in rupiah, P3 = 



promotion cost in rupiah, and P4 = distribution cost in rupiah. Fourth, 

spreading questionnaires to respondents lpou/fry farmers and poultry shop own- 
ers) concerning the diagnosis of  the consumer decision-making process and the 
evaluation of the consumer loyal& to the company product. And fXh, analyze 

the SWOT and its matrix in order to identi& the threats and opportunities posed 
by a company and couple them to its historicalstrengths and weaknesses. 

On the marketing mix, both PT. Hidon and PT. Nendraffa have some 
competitive advantages, among other are continuation on receiving raw material 
supples,in this instance fertile eggs, a strict selection in the products that will be 
launched to the market, and punctual delivery time and quantiw to satis& con- 
sumers demand. The price product decision is exclusively decided by the lndo- 
nesian Poultry Industrialist Association (GARPfl where its members are com- 
posed of  breeders, commercial farmers, and poultry shop owners. The promo- 
tion aspect has not been well tackled by those Strategic Business Units. The dis- 

tribution channeh used are the zero-level channel for For. Hidon and the one- 
level channel for PT. Nendraffa. It means the broiler farmers will suffer losses 
due to the increase of price of  broiler$ and the longer distribution channel which 
will cause stress in the DOC 

Calculation of the company sales potential, from January 1991 to De- 
cember 1994, showed an increase on a graph, eventhough it is fluctuative horn 
month to month. The price fluctuation plays role in the company sales potential 
fluctuation. The causes of the price fluctuation among others are in country 
DOC overproduction, high feed price, and product syitem ineficiency. 

In computing the regression modek using Mnitab computer program, for 
Hyline, the computed t of PZ (the product price) on modeh S = blPI + b2P2 + 
b3P3 + b4P4 + C, In S = bllnPI + b2hP2 + b$nP3 + b41nP4 + C, and S = 

b2P2 + C, are compared with the tabulated t ( cr = 0,025). The result shows 
that HoS are rejected, meaning there5 a significant linear relation between P2 
(the product price) and S (the sales volume). Among the three equations above, 
obtained from the highest R2 adjusted on model Ins = bllnPl + b21nP2 + 
b3hP3 + b41nP4 + C, is 10,8%. This means that the production cost and the 
product price as the independent variables are only able to explain just 10,8% of 
the variation occured in that model. Whereas the highest correlation value is 
0,285, among the independent variables and with the dependent variable which 



were obtained between the product price and the sales volume. It means that 

the correlation is onlyZ45% from the b i ~ e s t  v a l u e ~ i b l e  which is 100%. For 
lndian River, the rejected HoS are obtained from the equations S = blPl + 
b2P2 + b3F3 + b4P4 + S = blPl + b2P2 + b3P3 + b& + bdP# + C, S 

= blPl + b2P2 + b& + b4P4 + bdP# + b6(P2/3 + C, and S = b& + C. 
While the highest R2 adjusted is 23,6%, which were obtained from the equation 
of S = bIPI + b2P2 + b3P3 + b& + C. The highest correlation value among 

the independent variables and with the dependent variable is - 0,474, befween 
the distribution cost with the sales volume. The low values of the R2 adjusted 

and the correlation among the independent variables and with the dependent 
variable are due to the market distortion because of  the oligopoly system in the 
Indonesian poulfry business, and the government regulations have not been 

implemented, and ended in inefficiency on the product system. Besides, the 
factual data obtained are not sensitive, means that the influences of  the market- 
ing m k  variables to the sales volume are actually not in the monthly data, but 
maybe in the weekly or each sales data. 

The results of  the diagnosis of the consumer decision-making process and 
the evaluation of the marketing mix at Sukabumi, Tangemng, and Bogor are as 
follows : the Hyline and the Indian River farmers are relatively more loyal on 
their product consumed compared with the competitors. All farmers have high 
desires to look for informations about the product they want to buy, but without 
enough informations given by the producers through promotion. The Hyline 
farmers give answers 'a'isagree" for the question "Have you made attempts to 
achieve redress for dissatisfaction?" It means, the Hyhe fanners are not dis- 

sapointed with the product chosen. On the conbay, the lndian River farmers 
responded 'ktrongly agree'! All farmers suggest for the increase of distribution 
qualify. 

The output of the matrix SWOT anahys comes out with 4 sbategic 
groups. Af?er rechecking to the company's SWOT and ako considering to the 
present condition, the alternatives that can be taken by the company for their 
future are as follows: firstly, to optimalize all company activities by the already 

available equipments, human resources and funds. Second&, to create a new 
market opportunities. Thirdly, to des~gn an uniqueness by increasing the qualify 
of  product and distribution. Fourthly, to hold down the production cost in order 



to reach the efficient economic scale, and fifihly, to raise both the integrated or 
the Strategic Business Units tackled promotion. In the hame work of the global 
era. 

In the implementation to be able to survive in the fierce rivalry in the 
national poultry business, PT. Hybrida Indonesia Puha should anticipate some 
steps as follows : first, carrying out the efficiency in the production system for 
example to tighten quality control to raw materials and to avoid idle capacity in 
using the machine, to be able to push the production cost. Second, in tensihing 
as specific and operational promotion through personel contact by technical 
service and marketer in order to make PT. Hybrida Indonesia Pufra product.. fo 
be better known, and the new consumers can be reached. Third, increasing the 

distribution quality a punctual delivery time and quantity, for the consumers will 
not run to the competitors. Fourth, keeping the product qua& in shape, for 
DOC, for example : lower in mortality, faster in bodywebht gain, longer in pro- 
duction period, et cetera. m h ,  raising the human resources profesionalm and 
quality for the P7: Hybrida Indonesia Putra staffs and employees, and sixth, de- 
veloping a harmonious nucleus-plasma relationship which based on the mutual 
benefit and belief to achieve a strong partnership. 


